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Looking for something or need an extra hand?

Partner Support Seller Help QuickStart Guides

Understanding Variant Groups 
Creating Variant Groups 
Adding Items to Existing Variant Groups
Merging Variant Groups 
Updating Existing Variant Groups 
FAQ

What’s in this guide? (Click to jump to page)

Using Variant Groups
In this guide, we’ll show you how to create, 
manage, merge and update Variant Groups. 

Many Walmart Partners use Variant Groups to 
add more to their assortment and customization 
options for customers, but they can be tricky to 
master.  
 
As you review this guide, if you need extra help or 
have a question that’s not covered, please contact 
Partner Support (button at the top). 

https://sellerhelp.walmart.com/seller/s/contact
https://sellerhelp.walmart.com/seller/s/
https://marketplace.walmart.com/quickstart-guides/
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What is a Variant Group?

What can I vary my items by?

A Variant Group is a group of individual items that only differ by a few attributes (size, color,  
scent, count, material, etc.) Items in groups can be shown together on one Item Page. 

Here’s what an item in a Variant Group looks like on Walmart.com:

Each item category has options of attributes (we call them Variant Attribute Names) you 
can choose when setting up items. Click below to see the names we support by category.

You can also find them inside the Full Item Spec. Each item category will list their different 
options under the “Variant Attribute Names” drop-down.

For example:  
In the Shoe category, you can vary items by color, material, size, width, etc. 

We covered the basics! 
Next, let’s create a Variant Group.

Understanding Variant Groups

Supported Variant Attribute Names

https://sellerhelp.walmart.com/seller/s/guide?article=000007909
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Creating Variant Groups

Awesome!
Next, let’s fill out the spreadsheet.

Keep in mind!
Each variant in a group should be set up as a separate item.
• For example, if you have a shirt that comes in two colors and three different sizes,  

each variation should be in a separate row in the Full Item Spec.  

Variant limits 
To create excellent customer experience, we limit how many variants you can add. 

• Single variant limit = 50 to 100 variants 
For example, a single towel with 100 different colors. 

• Multi-variant limit = 500 variants 
For example, a pair of pants with 25 different sizes and 20 different colors.

Download the Full Item Spec1
To begin, you first need to download the Full Item Spec for the item category you want to set 
up Variant Groups in.  

1. In Seller Center, click “Add New Items” in the left navigation menu. 

2. Click “Add Items in Bulk.” 

3. Under Full Item Spec, select the item category you want from the down-down menu. 

4. Click “Download.” 

Once you’ve completed the Full Item Spec, you’ll return to this page to upload it. TIP
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Variant Group ID

Variant Attribute Name

2

3

1. Create and add a unique ID that you’ll use to identify all of the items in a Variant Group.  
It can be alphanumeric and up to 20 characters long. If items have different Variant 
Group IDs, they will be in different groups.

This defines what varies within a group (size, color, scent, etc.). 

1. Choose the most fitting Variant Attribute Name from the drop-down list. 
Unfortunately, we don’t support custom attribute names. If no options fit, then these 
items should not be in a Variant Group. 
 
 
 

2. If your item varies in multiple ways (color and sizes), click “Add More” to add columns. 
 

Here’s an example of a t-shirt that comes in different sizes and colors:

All items within a single variant group 
should have the same Variant Group ID.

We added TWO 
attribute names 
because the shirt 
varies on BOTH 
color and size.

Creating Variant Groups (continued)

Supported Variant Attribute Names

https://sellerhelp.walmart.com/seller/s/guide?article=000007909
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Swatch Variant Attribute & Swatch Images4
Visual variants (color, pattern, etc.) can appear as swatches OR tiles on the Item Page. 
Non-visual variants (size, scent, count, etc.) can appear as tiles. 

1. Add the Variant Attribute Name under “Swatch Variant Attribute.” 

2. Add Swatch Image URLs for each swatch (if applicable). 
URLs must end in an .png or .jpg file types and link to a public file that loads as an image, 
not as an HTML page. Make sure the images comply with our Product Content Policy. 
 
 
 
 
Please add a unique image URL for each unique swatch (ex: red shirt, blue shirt),  
but NOT for every variation within the group (red shirt large, red shirt medium).  
 
For example, you can use the same image URL for a large blue shirt and medium blue 
shirt. But you need a different URL for a large red shirt. 

3. If you do NOT add an image URL, the variants will appear as tiles.  
They will instead show their attribute name (such as Red, XL, 100 count, etc.)  

Swatch images will  
appear like this. 

If you do not add an image URL, 
the swatch will appear as a tile. 

Non-visual variants (like 
size) can appear as tiles.

Each unique color needs a unique image URL. Add the variant attribute name 
and image URL.

Creating Variant Groups (continued)

Product Content Policy

http://sellerhelp.walmart.com/seller/s/guide?article=000005824
https://sellerhelp.walmart.com/seller/s/guide?article=000005824
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You created a Variant Group!
Let’s see how to add items to existing groups.

Is Primary Variant (optional)5
Primary Variant is a feature that controls what item shows in search on Walmart.com and 
shows first on the Item Page.

1. To set an item as the Primary Variant, select “Yes” in the “Is Primary Variant” drop-down 
menu. Limit one per Variant Group. 

• If you do not set a Primary Variant, the first SKU in the group will be the Primary Variant.
• We suggest setting the top-selling OR highest inventory item as the Primary Variant.
• If you select “Yes” on MORE than one item in a single Variant Group, your feed may fail. 

If your item is in a Merged Variant Group, the Primary Variant you select may not be the 
Primary Variant that appears on Walmart.com.

Setting this item as the Primary Variant will 
shown it first on its Item Page.  
 
All other variants will show when the  
customer selects them. 

Creating Variant Groups (continued)
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Adding Items to Existing Variant Groups

Add the same Variant Group ID and Attribute Names1
1. First, enter the same Variant Group ID and Variant Attribute Names for the new item(s) 

from the existing Variant Group. Then, enter the item’s unique details such as color, size, 
swatch images, etc. 

2. If the new item(s) contain a Swatch Image, it should:
• Have the same Swatch Variant Attribute as the existing Variant Group. 
• Include the Swatch Image URL in the Swatch Image URL column. 

Upload the new item(s) into Seller Center2
That’s it! Once uploaded, the new items will add to the existing Variant Group.  
 
Friendly reminder! We limit how many variants you can add. 

• Single variant limit = 50 to 100 variants 
For example, a single towel with 100 different colors. 

• Multi-variant limit = 500 variants 
For example, pants with 25 different sizes and 20 different colors.
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Updating Variant Groups

What if a Variant Group contains items sold by another Seller?
If you create a Variant Group that contains items sold by another Supplier, DSV, or Seller, the 
different groups may merge to appear on the same page.  

Our system auto-selects the highest-quality content, so your content may not always appear 
on the Item Page when it’s in a merged Variant Group (your items can still be purchased).  

The Buy Box winner is the first listing to appear. However, customers can always choose 
from any listing to purchase. We recommend checking your Buy Box score for items sold in 
merged Variant Groups.

Merging Variant Groups

TIP

Good job!
Next up is updating existing groups.
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How do I combine items in two Variant Groups into a single group?
1. Set the same Variant Group ID for all of the items. 

2. Fill out all necessary Variant Group details correctly.  

3. Re-upload the items in Seller Center. 

If your Variant Group merged with another Seller’s Variant Group, your new larger group 
would join again with the other Seller’s group. Click to learn about Merged Variant Groups.

Updating Existing Variant Groups

If you make the Variant Group ID the same for all the items, 
they will combine into one Variant Group. 

TIP

Continue!
More scenarios up ahead.
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How do I split items in a single Variant Group into multiple groups?
1. Set a new Variant Group ID for the items you want to split from the group. 

2. Make sure all Variant Group details are filled out correctly. 

3. Re-upload the items into Seller Center. 

To split these items into multiple groups, give them a different 
Variant Group ID. This will put the items in a new group.

Don’t stop now!
Let’s keep learning.

Updating Existing Variant Groups (continued)
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How do I create a new Variant Group from standalone items?
1. Set a common Variant Group ID for the standalone items to group them.  

2. Define and fill out all of the Variant Group details.  

3. Upload the Variant Group to Seller Center.

To group standalone items, assign all items the SAME Variant Group ID 
and fill out all appropriate variant attribute details. 

Updating Existing Variant Groups (continued)
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Add new Variant Attributes to a Variant Group
1. Click “Add More” or add another Variant Attribute column, select a new variant attribute 

from the drop-down, and fill in any needed information in Additional Categories.  

2. Re-upload the group into Seller Center. 

For example:  
You have a Variant Group that varies by color and size, but you also want to vary the items by 
style. To do this, add “clothingFit” to the Variant Attribute Names and the style name under 
“Clothing Fit” under Additional Categories. Then re-upload the group into Seller Center. 

To add another variant, 
click on Add More.

After clicking, select an option from the  
drop-down. Then, add the attribute’s details. 

Updating Existing Variant Groups (continued)
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Yay! You finished the guide.
FAQ is up next. 

How do I remove an item from a Variant Group?
1. Replace the Variant Group ID for that item with a different (or new) Variant Group ID. 

Do not leave the Variant Group ID blank - it may cause your feed to fail! 

2. Re-upload the item into Seller Center. This removes it from the existing group and places 
it into a new or different group. 

Heads up! If another Seller (or Walmart) also offers your item and is currently in a merged 
Variant Group, it will not be removed from the merged group that appears on Walmart.com.

To remove this item from its current Variant Group you 
need to add a different Variant Group ID. 

This technically does not remove an item from a group,  
but places it in a group by itself. Do not leave the Variant 
Group ID blank! 
 

Updating Existing Variant Groups (continued)
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What is a Variant Group?

A Variant Group is a group of individual items that only differ by a few attributes (size, color,  
scent, count, material, etc.) Items in groups can be shown together on one Item Page. 

How do I create a new Variant Group?

Click here to jump to full instructions. 

Summary instructions:  
Using either the Walmart API or Full Item Spec, update your items by adding a Variant Group 
ID for those items and setting the Variant Attributes for the group.  

What variant attribute names should I use?

Use the variant attribute name that best aligns to what your group varies by.  
For example, if you are selling a shirt in green and blue, use “color” as the name. You can 
select any combo of variant attributes, if they’re supported and make sense for your items.  
 
 

What do I do if a variant attribute name I want isn’t supported?  

We highly recommend only using names from the Supported Variant Attribute Names list.  
If you are unable to find one that works, setting this item as a Variant Group may not be best. 
 
For example, if you sell vitamins in one and two packs, you could set them up to vary by 
“count” instead of by “bottle.”

How does Walmart decide how variant attributes appear on the 
Item Page?

Every subcategory or item type has a ranked list of variant attributes defining how they show 
up on the Item Page. For example, clothing shows “size” before “color” on the Item Page.  
 
 

How do I add a new item to an existing group?

Great question! Click here to jump to instructions. 

Updating Variant GroupsFAQ

Supported Variant Attribute Names

https://sellerhelp.walmart.com/seller/s/guide?article=000007909
https://sellerhelp.walmart.com/seller/s/guide?article=000007909
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How do I remove an item from a Variant Group?

To remove an item from a Variant Group, you have to set it up in a new Variant Group. 
Unfortunately, you can’t remove it by just deleting the Variant Group ID.

Click here to jump to instructions.

How many different variants can I add to an item?
 
It depends! We do have variant limits based on the type of item.  

• Single variant limit = 50 to 100 variants 
For example, a single towel with 100 different colors. 

• Multi-variant limit = 500 variants 
For example, pants with 25 different sizes and 20 different colors.

How do I add a standalone item into an existing group?
 
Add the Variant Group ID of the existing group to the standalone item using the Full Item 
Spec or API and then re-upload to Seller Center. This will add the item to the existing group. 

How do I change variant attributes of an existing group?

Simple! Update the variant attributes and resubmit the group.  
 
For example:  
Your Variant Group varies by “color” and “size,” and you want to add a variant for “style.”  
To do this, add “style” to the Variant Attribute Names in your Full Item Spec or XML. Then, 
re-upload the new Variant Group. 
 

How do I move items from an existing group to a new group? 

You can move items from an existing Variant Group by changing the Variant Group ID to your 
NEW Variant Group’s ID. Make sure all variant attributes and details remain accurate.  
 
For example, if the new group varies by color and size, the items moved there must have 
values for color and size.

FAQ (continued)
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How do I select the Primary Variant for a group?  

First, having a Primary Variant is optional (but strongly recommended). This allows you to 
control what variant image appears in search and is shown first on the Item Page. If a Primary 
Variant is NOT selected, the first item in the group is auto-selected as primary.  
 
If your item is in a merged Variant Group with another Seller’s items, your Primary Variant 
may not appear as the primary. 

How do I change the Primary Variant if the item is out of stock?  

Don’t sweat it! If your Primary Variant goes out of stock, the grouping will still be valid and 
appear correctly in search. It’ll only show the Primary Variant out of stock on the Item Page. 
 
Another option: you can set a different variant as the primary. Just update and re-upload the 
Variant Group with a different primary selected.  
 
If your item is in a merged Variant Group and the other Seller’s Primary Variant is Out of 
Stock, please contact Partner Support for help. 

How can I discontinue the Primary Variant for a Variant Group 
when it matches a Variant Group set up by Walmart?  
 
The Walmart Variant Group takes precedence, so your items will be included under Walmart’s 
group if all your items match those in Walmart’s group. We match using the item’s unique 
Item ID (e.g., UPC, ISBN). 

If you discontinue the Primary Variant entirely, you can set a different variant as the primary 
by updating the group with a different primary selected. 

What happens when some of my Variant Group items match 
existing items in a Variant Group created by Walmart? 

The items may merge with Walmart’s Variant Group on Walmart.com.  
 
For example, you have 10 items varying by color and Walmart is selling 5 of those items in 

FAQ (continued)

https://sellerhelp.walmart.com/s/contact
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its own Variant Group, then the two groups may merge into a single group that includes all 
items.

Click to learn more about Merged Variant Groups.

What happens when items in my Variant Group match items in 
another Seller’s Variant Group? 

Usually, your Variant Group will merge with the other Seller’s Variant Group. This helps create 
an excellent shopping experience for customers on Walmart.com.  
 
If you notice a Variant Group should be combined but isn’t currently, please contact Partner 
Support for help in merging the groups. 

Click to learn more about Merged Variant Groups.

FAQ (continued)
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Keep on learning, and let’s grow your business!

Partner Support Seller Help QuickStart Guides

Links from this QuickStart Guide

Partner Support
sellerhelp.walmart.com/s/contact 

Supported Variant Attribute Names
sellerhelp.walmart.com/seller/s/guide?article=000007909

Product Content Policy 
sellerhelp.walmart.com/seller/s/guide?article=000005824

Buy Box Score 
sellerhelp.walmart.com/seller/s/guide?article=000006427

https://sellerhelp.walmart.com/seller/s/contact
https://sellerhelp.walmart.com/seller/s/
https://marketplace.walmart.com/quickstart-guides/
http://sellerhelp.walmart.com/s/contact
http://sellerhelp.walmart.com/seller/s/guide?article=000007909
http://sellerhelp.walmart.com/seller/s/guide?article=000005824
http://sellerhelp.walmart.com/seller/s/guide?article=000006427

